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Currently availed as one of the most widely used Cloud Service Providers, Microsoft Azure,
often simply called Azure, has a diverse variety of services ranging from Networking
domains to Application development to Artificial Intelligence services.

1. Azure OpenAI

Needless to say, this platform, with its OpenAI Service fulfilling an abundance of motives
like summarizing a paragraph or restructuring the language in which it is written, generating
images out of the prompts given to it or assisting a user in resolving code related issues, like
finding and rectifying bugs or translating it from one programming language to another.
These capabilities of Azure OpenAI, ensued by its pre-trained generative AI models, sanction
it to be used in a myriad of industries, such as Automobile and Manufacturing industries to
name a few.



2. Using Azure OpenAI for Automobile and Manufacturing Industries

In this blog, the primary focus amongst the diverse applications of Azure OpenAI would be
to employ it for leveraging industry-tailored blogs emphasizing on supply chain management
for automobile and manufacturing industries, from scratch. For instance, blogs related to data
warehouse design can be considered for being acquainted with supply chain management.

3. How do I know that it’s time to resort to Azure OpenAI service?

In scenarios where factors like market trends, consumer behavior and demand patterns need
to be administered, or the data about supplier performance, lead times, quality control and
pricing need to be analyzed, it’s about time to employ the OpenAI service for acquiring
optimal solutions. OpenAI service can help in comprehending the warehouse design ideals
and furnishing supplier relationships, thus efficiently meeting the customer needs.
Furthermore, OpenAI service can assist in streamlining the entire process, reducing costs,
enhancing decision making, identifying the areas for improvement and enhancing overall
supply chain performance due to its continuous analysis of the supply chain data.

4. How to use Azure OpenAI for gaining insights from the data warehouse design blogs
and hence, enhancing Supply Chain Management?

● To access any service online, the initial step entails creating an account on it.
Likewise, for using the Azure OpenAI, I must create an OpenAI Service Resource,
after providing my subscription name, resource group name, nearest region, a unique
name for the instance and a pricing tier.



If I’d like to use the Command Line Client instead, the commands entered would be
as follows:

az cognitiveservices account create \
-n MyOpenAIResource \
-g OAIResourceGroup \
-l eastus \
--kind OpenAI \
--sku s0 \
--subscription subscriptionID

● Next, I’d like to look for and gather data warehouse design blogs based on supply
chain management in manufacturing and automobile industries. Some of them can be:
https://medium.com/@raogunjanyadav/strategies-for-effective-warehouse-manageme
nt-for-the-automotive-industry-aaf904bb47fd
https://erpsolutions.oodles.io/blog/data-warehousing-supply-chain-management/
https://www.aegissofttech.com/articles/data-warehousing-solutions-for-supply-chain-
management.html

● After selecting the relevant blogs, I must add them as my data source for analyzing,
summarizing or processing the content in them using Azure Cognitive Service, which
would assist in extracting keywords from the entire text in the blog.
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https://erpsolutions.oodles.io/blog/data-warehousing-supply-chain-management/
https://www.aegissofttech.com/articles/data-warehousing-solutions-for-supply-chain-management.html
https://www.aegissofttech.com/articles/data-warehousing-solutions-for-supply-chain-management.html


I can chat with my assistant in the ‘system message’ panel, where I can enter a prompt
of a question related to the industry-tailored blogs I provided and solicit answers after
specifying the respective data source.

The JSON file for the API requests I would be making to my assistant would be
similar to:

{
"dataSources": [

{
"type": "AzureCognitiveSearch",
"parameters": {

"endpoint": "<my_search_endpoint>",
"key": "<my_search_endpoint>",
"indexName": "<my_search_index>"

}



}
],
"messages":[

{
"role": "system",
"content": "You are an AI assistant that helps people do AI-based research

and you’re supposed to help me with data warehouse design for supply chain
management in manufacturing and automobile industries."

},
{

"role": "user",
"content": "Why exactly is a data warehousing solution beneficial for supply

chain management in industries?"
}

]
}

● Additionally, Azure OpenAI comprises several models to choose from for my
objective which can further aid in extracting deeper insights from the blogs to help in
a better data warehouse design for managing the supply chain.

● After finalizing the model I would be using for serving my purpose, I am going to
deploy it to receive completions by making API calls.
I can deploy either my chat assistant to a web application, or a pre-trained GPT model
that I would be using for helping me with my data warehouse design work.



The alternative way of deploying a pre-trained model would be by using a set of the
following commands on the command line client:

az cognitiveservices account deployment create \
-g myResourceGroupName \
-n myResourceName \
--deployment-name MyModel \
--model-name gpt-35-turbo \
--model-version "0301" \
--model-format OpenAI \
--scale-settings-scale-type "Standard"



After the deployment of the assistant to the web application is done (it usually takes
around 10 to 15 minutes), the interface would be looking like:

● Already halfway through the task, now I’m supposed to frame prompts for the
assistant or the GPT model for reaching an optimal solution for the data warehouse
design. Some sample prompts are:
“Explain the key components in a data warehouse configured for optimizing supply
chain management in manufacturing and automobile industries.”
“How can data warehouse design principles be applied to enhance inventory control
and production efficiency within the manufacturing sector, and likewise for the
automobile sector?”
“How does an optimal data warehouse architecture facilitate streamlining logistics
and resource allocation in manufacturing supply chains?”

● Post getting the insights from the model responding to the prompts given to it, I can
analyze them to acknowledge the principles of data warehouse design and their
implications on supply chain management, following implementing relevant strategies
to improve efficiency, reduce costs, and identify the areas for improvement.
I will only be able to attain the best out of this entire procedure if I regularly update
and refine my analysis by providing the assistant with the latest industry-based blogs.

Apart from the model for a conversational agent, other capabilities of the Azure OpenAI
Studio, such as the Vision Studio can also be implemented for acquiring assistance with the
industry-specific blogs to help with managing the supply chain.



6. Conclusion

In conclusion, I would like to add that despite being a reliable option for arriving at solutions
for almost everything, for every industry, Azure OpenAI comes with a few challenges, like
any other service. The insights extracted from the industry-based blogs would be requiring
human intervention for being translated into strategies for optimizing supply chain
management. At times, the blogs might even contain some irrelevant information, intricate
technical details or some content written in nuanced language. This could trigger the
meticulousness of the insights. The process of fine-tuning the pre-trained models for
achieving better results might lead to a contradictory outcome where there could be a need
for continuous optimization, while in some situations, higher costs might be incurred.
Ensuring ethics along with data security might pose a challenge too.

Nevertheless, Azure OpenAI service can still prove to be beneficial, especially for businesses
because of its ability to result in better resource allocation, thus maximizing the utilization of
resources within the supply chain, identification of potential risks within it, enabling
development of more agile, more data-driven and responsive supply chain strategies and
providing a competitive edge by adapting promptly to market changes and customer
demands.


